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Abstract. TRIZ and C-K are both presented as theories aiming to facilitate
innovations. In recent years several authors have published articles enlightening
differences between TRIZ and C-K. C-K was initially a descriptive theory of
innovation, which has gradually been developed into methods with an opera-
tional focus.
To clarify if both TRIZ and C-K could be recognized as theories, a first

question will be considered, what is a theory? Are then TRIZ and C-K design
theories, and if so, is it possible to consider two different theories of a single
subject? This article is a first step in a more global perspective aiming at clar-
ifying what a design theory should be and how these two proposals give part of
answers, and they could be complementary.
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1 Introduction

Design methods have been widely proposed in literature, widely spread, and widely
used in industries. One can cite, among the most famous ones, Axiomatic Design,
Value Analysis, Quality Function Deployment, and so on… But a question remains
about what is really designing, and can a theory of design be proposed? Speaking about
theory is quite common in sciences such as mathematics, physics, … but as soon as we
consider human-centered subjects, lot of divergences could appear. Is designing a
human activity? If so, has it to be considered as a cognitive description of activities?
Lot of approaches, even based on TRIZ, aim at automatizing the design process, thus
making this question a question of algorithms, and computerization. In this article, the
authors propose to consider the design as a human activity.

On the basis of this hypothesis, we consider on the one hand C-K as a design
theory, and on the other hand, TRIZ as a theory of inventive problem solving which is
often presented as a design theory… Are they really design theories, and if so, do they
differ? Do they contradict each other? Or are they complementary? To answer these
questions, this article proposes to first give a presentation of these two theories, and
then to give a pattern to analyze the requirements a theory should satisfy. Then C-K
and TRIZ will be described through this list of requirements. Finally, a comparison and
conclusion for discussion will be proposed.
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2 Materials and Method

2.1 C-K Theory

“The name ‘‘C-K theory’’ reflects the assumption that Design can be modelled as the
interplay between two interdependent spaces with different structures and logics: the
space of concepts (C) and the space of knowledge (K).” [1] This theory has been
introduced in 2003 by Hatchuel and its main assumption is that designing, and in
particular innovative design, is based on cognitive processes between true facts, true
assumptions, that composed the space of Knowledge; and undecidable propositions,
that composed the space of Concepts.

Moreover, these two spaces are defined as being expandable, the space K con-
taining all established, true, propositions, whereas the space C contains “concepts”
which are undecidable propositions in K (neither true nor false in K). These two spaces
can also be partitioned, and two kind of partitions have been proposed [2]:

– Restrictive partitions add to a concept a usual property of the object being designed.
– Expansive partitions add to a concept novel and unprecedented properties

The expansion of the two spaces are enabled due to 4 operators [3]:

– K ! C operator, which adds or subtracts properties from K to concepts in C, a way
to create alternatives;

– C ! K operator, which seeks for properties in K that could be added or subtracted
to reach propositions with a logical status;

– C ! C operator, which is at least the classical rules in set theory that control
partition or inclusion;

– K ! K operator, which is at least the classical rules of logic and propositional
calculus that allow a knowledge space to have a self-expansion.

Thus, the design process could be represented as conjunctions and disjunctions
between the two spaces as illustrated on Fig. 1.

2.2 TRIZ Theory

Another theory well known in design, and more specially in creative design is TRIZ.
TRIZ has been developed by G. Alsthuller to help designers to be more creative and it
has first been a set of tools, which were later organized in a method, before being
defined as a theory [4]. The last step of method development, under Altshuller’s
supervision is ARIZ-85C. G. Altshuller concluded that ARIZ- 85C was a complete tool
for solving inventive problems, and did not need to be improved further very much
since its application had been tested on thousands of real problems and proven to be
effective [5]. This version contains considerable generalizations of all the underlying
elements of TRIZ and has been recognized as a Meta-Algorithm [6].
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Following the elements constituting the TRIZ theory, which are recognized as
being the 3 main axioms on which any TRIZ based method has to be built:

– The laws of technical systems evolution: the evolution of a technical system is
guided by a set if tendencies that are common to any system;

– Any problem has a hidden contradiction: to evolve a technical system has to
overcome the contradictions related to its level of maturity and in accordance with
its environment;

– Specific conditions: the way a technical system will solve the contradiction depends
of the available resources, as formulated by the Ideal Final Result.

The elements have historically defined throughout the evolution of ARIZ and could
be found in [7, 8]. Some authors recognize TRIZ as “the only constructive theory of
invention and, based on its essence, of engineering creativity.” [6] Moreover TRIZ is
described as a theory providing models, rules, for thinking.

2.3 Method of Analysis

To analyze and compare TRIZ and C-K, the authors propose to first give a definition of
what should be a theory, and then analyze C-K and TRIZ methods in regard of the
definition. A theory should have a predictive and explicative role about the world,
being thus a representation and inference tool [9]. Based on this working definition of
what is a theory it is necessary to clarify the object of the world a theory should
explain. Our general topic is inventive design, thus how can we define exactly what is
inventive design?

In engineering domain, a creative product is often called an invention [10]. Both
creative and inventive design problems are considered as requiring creative and

Fig. 1. C-K design process and its operators
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inventive thinking in order to propose new, original, different and efficient solutions.
Inventive design involves the creative thinking, and are considered as non-routine and
ill-defined activities by Reitmann [11]. For Simon [12] to design is to solve ill-
structured problems. Boden [13] suggests that achieving creativity is only possible by
going beyond the bounds of a representation, and by finding a design that could not
have been defined by that representation. If referring to a more engineering point of
view, and according to Gero [14], creativity in design is concerned with the intro-
duction of something new leading to a result that is unexpected.

In general, the cognitive scientists rely the creativity to three main concepts [15]:
the creative person (defining a creative person as one who can tolerate ambiguity),
creative product (defining a creative product as a new product qualitatively different
from other products of the same type) and creative process (defining a creative process
as a process involving integration of new knowledge in a problem model).

Then, if considering a theory about inventive design, this theory has to clarify the
subject; is it the person, the product or the process? For Altshuller, TRIZ “is a system
of many approaches and methods providing for a goal-oriented direction of the process
of problem-solving based on knowledge of the laws of development of the objective
reality” [7]. If considering one of the pioneer in design theorizing, Simon considered
designing as a problem solving activity [16, 17]. One of the similarities for the two
approaches of C-K and TRIZ is to be human-centered and not to aim at proposing an
automatization of the process. It seems then interesting to consider designing, and so,
problem solving, under a cognitive point of view. In [18], 4 general strategies: means-
end analysis, subgoals, analogy, and diagrams are described that can be solicited during
problem solving. Designing, as an open-ended and ill-structured problem [19], can then
easily be regarded throughout the solicitations of these 4 strategies. Another key aspect
is the co-construction of the problem and search space [18, 20], the problem defining
the number of possible choices and paths that could be followed in searching for a
solution (the search space), whereas the problem solver determines which of these he
will explore (the problem space).

Considering these last points, problem solving and problem formulating could not
be considered separately. Nevertheless, Novick pointed out that it is “important to
distinguish, to the extent possible, how solvers represent the information in a problem
from how they use that information to solve the problem” [21]. Novick also proposed
that a good representation is one for which all of the important components of the
problem are interconnected.

In conclusion of the elicited characteristics of design, and if aiming at proposing a
design theory, we will confront both proposals, C-K and TRIZ throughout the fol-
lowing points:

– Object: what exactly do the proposed theory study?
– Problem/search space: do the proposals consider the construction of these two

spaces, and do they make the link between them?
– Explicative: do the theory enable to explain how the design occurs?
– Predictive: do the theory propose means to foresee how solutions will appear and

propose a formal model to make these predictions?
– 4 strategies, do the theories consider the 4 main strategies of problem solving?
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3 Analysis of the Theories

3.1 Critical Analysis of C-K

Object of C-K
The C-K theory aims at describing how information are treated throughout the problem
resolution process, characterizing information in regard of its and how to build parti-
tions and make the information evolve by the use of the 4 operators. Thus the question
of what does the C-K theory model and analyze and what it enables to study would
rather find an answer in regard of the cognitive process. One can say that the C-K does
not really consider the design process itself but rather the way the designer is thinking
during the process. Indeed, the 4 operators do not describe the way information has to
be processed to transform a problem into a solution, but they rather clarify how the
information status (is it a concept? Is it a knowledge?) evolve during the resolution
process.

Problem/Search Spaces and C-K
If considering that a problem is an objective which the designer does not know how to
satisfy, one can easily recognize that a problem is such an information that cannot be
considered neither true nor false, thus the Concept space could be referred as the
problem space.

Is then the Knowledge space the search space? It is obvious that these two spaces
are connected, as any satisfying and feasible (or not) solution found is both an element
of the search space and of the K space (as the value of the element will be true if it is
feasible, or false otherwise). But the search space is not necessarily composed of valued
information, and the K space could be full of information not directly linked to
problem. To conclude solutions concepts for which feasibility is known are common
elements of both K space and search space, but these two spaces are not similar.

Is C-K Explicative?
Does the theory enable to understand how a design problem is solved? It, at least,
enables to illustrate and follow the way ideas are generated and valuate the information
in regard of their feasibility. Based on this, the C-K does not detail the mechanisms of
change; but it could rather be defined as a macro model of cognitive processes to
explain how the flow of information is processed during the design process.

Is C-K Predictive?
This question arises another one, what does it mean being predictive? In regard of what
a theory should be, it should give the rules and a model to predict how a phenomenon
will occur. As explained previously the object of C-K is more the cognitive process of
the designer rather than the object of design, so, one can consider that C-K is pre-
dictive, as it specifies the mental operations the designer will have to follow to progress
from a problem, a concept in C space, to a feasible solution, an information in K space.

Strategies of Problem Solving and C-K
Considering the strategies again in regard of C-K, the 4 operators do not consider how
to progress from a given problem to a solution, but rather explains how the use of any
of these strategies will impact the value of the information. It can be seen as a meta
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model modelling the way new information is built, this point is seen by C-K authors as
helping in the exploration of new alternatives [3].

If considering the 4 main strategies, one can consider that both sub-goals and
diagrams could be recognized as partitions in the Concept Space. But either means-
ends analysis, or analogies could imply any of the 4 operators of the C-K theory. The
operators will enable a description of the nature of the information generated by the
strategies.

As described in [22], C-K theory proposes a model to evaluate creative design, it
introduces metrics, it “offers a controllable model on the evaluation of creative design.”
This idea is reinforced in [23] by the terms of C-K theory offering an interpretative tool
supporting critical discussion on design and creativity.

Critical Analysis of TRIZ

Object of TRIZ
The first aim of G. Altshuller was to start to develop tools to help engineers to be more
creative [24]. Step by step, he understood that not only the tools were required, but also
the good way to use them, and then the need of methods arose. The last method
developed by Altshuller personally is ARIZ-85C [25]. This is the result of many
versions throughout the years, which have been built and tested by hundreds of
engineers on many problem resolutions [8]. TRIZ gives the axioms on which any
method has to be built, if aiming at proposing robust concepts to solve technical
systems problems.

Problem/Search Spaces and TRIZ
In TRIZ methods, in the different versions of ARIZ, two main processes are recog-
nized, problem formulating, and problem solving. The formulation of problem is the
identification of a goal, a specs, that have to be fulfilled, and also a set of constraints
that have to be considered. The set of specs, of constraints, could be recognized as a list
of Evaluation Parameters, on which Systems of Contradictions will be built, and this
list of Evaluation Parameters (and their required value) and of Systems of Contradic-
tions is the problem space.

Then the solution space could be recognized as the way one particular System of
Contradictions will be chosen and how it will be treated throughout its resolution.

Is TRIZ Explicative?
Does TRIZ enable to understand how a design problem is solved? ARIZ-85C, for
example, proposes a set of steps that have to be performed to step-by-step transform the
mental representation of a problem till the formulation of a feasible concept of solution.
It, thus, explains, the path followed from a given problem to a solution concept, based
on a well-formulated System of Contradictions. For this, one can say that TRIZ plays
an explicative role in design problem solving.

Is TRIZ Predictive?
Does TRIZ methods give the rules and a model to predict how a phenomenon will
occur? The assumption of G. Altshuller is that any problem, to be solved, has to first be
formulated in the shape of a contradiction. This is the predictive model of TRIZ. Solving
a problem thus require to identify, formulate and solve the inherent contradiction.
Does TRIZ give a set of rules? For sure, ARIZ-85C proposes the ways to well formulate
and solve the problem, each step giving a pattern for respecting these rules.
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Strategies of Problem Solving and TRIZ
Talking about TRIZ and about the 4 main strategies highlights immediately the
question of analogies. It is obvious that the way the inventive principles, the methods of
separation of physical contradictions, and also the 76 standards have been defined and
are used is an illustration of analogies.

Does TRIZ use the 3 others strategies? One can recognize some aspects of means-
ends analysis or sub-goal strategies in the methods used for the Analysis of Initial
Situation, but these strategies here are more used to well choose a priori problem to be
considered, rather than to search for solution. It seems thus that TRIZ consider mainly
only one of the 4 strategies.

3.2 Comparison

The Table 1 summarizes all the previously described elements of C-K and TRIZ in
regard of the required elements for a theory.

An analysis of one TRIZ-based method, ASIT [15], throughout the C-K paradigms
has been proposed in [22]. It reveals how C-K theory enables to well capture “the
activities of a creativity method” and also that the theory “says nothing about ‘how’
expansive partitions should be generated from K”. This could be recognized as a
limitation, but in fact it is quite consistent, as the object of the C-K is not the design
process itself, but rather the cognitive processes and their impact on the information,
during this design process.

Table 1. Table captions should be placed above the tables.

C-K TRIZ

Object Design cognitive process Design process
Problem space The Concept Space could be

recognized as the problem
space

The problem space is built on
the list of Evaluation
Parameters and of Systems of
Contradictions

Search space The search space is a
combination of both the
Knowledge and the Concept
Spaces

The search space is defined by
one chosen System of
Contradictions and how it is
resolved

Explicative It defines a macro model of the
cognitive processes

As a meta-algorithm it gives
the clue to explain the design
process

Predictive The 4 operators specify the
kind of operation have to be
performed during design
process

The methods of TRIZ (ARIZ-
85C) give a predictive
description of the process

Strategies Means-end The 4 operators describe the
results in regard of the quality
of information but do not
define the way to act on
information

Partially performed by the
Analysis of Initial SituationSubgoals

Analogy Resolution tools
Diagrams Not used
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With TRIZ, the object is the design process itself, it has the explicative and pre-
dictive aspects, but one interesting question is, could TRIZ methods take benefits of
using the 4 generic operators for problem resolution?

4 Conclusion and Discussion

One of the main conclusions of this analysis and comparison of C-K and TRIZ is that
both are non-conflicting theories as they do not focus on the same object. An inter-
esting question is thus about their complementarity. Could each theory benefit of the
other? Is it possible to propose cross-fertilization between both? It seems that the
answer is yes, as TRIZ proposes, with the resolution tools, precise processes to act on
information, and as, on the other side, C-K, gives a way to analyze the completeness of
a design process in regard of the 4 proposed operators.

A future study will be performed to analyze, during a case study performed with
TRIZ-based methods, how C-K elements give elements to describe more precisely and
to give clues to be more complete, in regard of the way information are treated.
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